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T

fines. Innovation and incorporation of

he banking industry is

emerging technology became a very distant

currently going through one of

priority. At the same time, several start-ups

the biggest revolution in its

and tech companies were using emerging

history – the FinTech

technologiesand revolutionizing the way

revolution. FinTech, a

businesses and transactions were being carried

contraction for Financial Technology, is an

out. Facebook, Uber, WhatsApp, Amazon,

omnibus term that is used to describe the

Airbnb, WeChat, etc. became very popular. The

innovative use of technology in the design

emerging technologies created a gap between

and delivery of financial services to the

what people expected and what Banks could

banked and unbanked population. New

offer, especially from a user experience and

banking models in various financial services,

convenience perspective, and it is this gap

such as in payments, credit reporting, lending

that the FinTech companies are exploiting as

1

and factoring , insurance and asset

an opportunity.

management etc. are emerging with FinTech
start-ups and BigTech firms. Technologies

The potential of this gap is so huge that

ranging from artificial intelligence, big data,

large technology companies, the ‘BigTechs’,

Block chain and Distributed Ledger

such as Google, Apple, Alibaba, Facebook and

Technology, digital payments, peer to peer

Amazon, which were not in banking, decided

lending, crowd funding, etc. are transforming

to jump in and capture this opportunity to

the banking landscape amongst others. The

market payment and related financial

use of innovative technology in a user

services. Facebook obtained regulatory

friendly and convenient manner, that

licences in the US to allow its users to transfer

ispotentially disrupting the status quo, has

money through the use of its messenger app;

immense potential to bring in efficiency

Amazon experimented grant of student loans

gains, consumer benefits and competitive

off its platform in association with Wells

advantages for start-ups and agile banks.

Fargo; Alibaba’s financial arm, Ant Financial,
which owns AliPay, is one of China's biggest
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historically were reasonably good at

market fund in the world by dislodging several

integrating and incorporating new technology,

players who were in this business for decades;

became busy dealing with numerous new

Tencents’ messaging app, WeChat, has become

rules, stricter regulatory requirements and

one of the most common tools to transfer
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money in China and also allows its users to

poised to alter the competitive landscape

services markets, on account of their strong

buy insurance or investment products

existing in the sector.

technological edge, capital position,
network effects and familiarity among

directly from smartphone. The stupendous

consumers. In fact, transfer to the

providing unparalleled consumer friendly

COMPETITION CONCERNS IN THE
EMERGING SCENARIO

user experience clearly indicates that the

The BigTechs entering the financial

Facebook has an electronic money

success of these FinTech companies in

payments market is already happening:

financial platforms of the future are not

services market may take over large parts of

institution license in certain jurisdictions

going to be the traditional banks but the

the value chain and become dominant in

and offers payment services through

technology firms or the FinTechs. These

certain markets within large parts of the

Messenger Payments. Apple and Google also

FinTech companies, both start-ups and

FinTech market. Companies like Apple,

offer payment services through Apple Pay

BigTech firms, are progressively making

Facebook, Amazon, Google and Alibaba may

and Google wallet respectively. WhatsApp is

deep inroads in the banking and financial

transfer their strong position in other

also in the process of offering payment

services markets in a major way and this is

markets to the payment and financial

services. The incumbent players are

Factoring is a lending option where a seller avails loans on his receivables.
European Commission, State of the Union 2016: Completing the Capital Markets Union - Commission accelerates reform, 14 September 2016, IP/16/3001, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-3001_en.htm.
3
European Comission, DG Competition, Management Plan 2017, p.11, 22 December 2016, https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/management-plan-2017-competition_en.
4
Commonly referred as a safe zone to test Fintech innovation, sandbox is a hub where regulators enable limited roll-out of new products to customers. This is done to ensure that new product does not pose any risk to
consumers or to the stability of the sector.
5
EU notice dated 23 March 2017: https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/30325/european-commission-opens-public-consultation-on-Fintech.
1
2
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apprehensive that they may get excluded

wallets are denied. There is currently no

lead to internalising / cannibalising the

from the payment and other financial

regulation that ensures access to essential

innovations of smaller FinTech companies.

services market progressively as they may

networks or infrastructures of BigTechs and

Closed standards applied by BigTechs could

not be in a position to effectively compete,

any ex-post intervention by competition

also limit innovation.

given the advantages that these tech firms

authorities to provide access to such

possess.

facilities on grounds of ‘essential facility

Mobile device manufacturers and operating
system providers may also refuse to grant

acquire the global payments market.

consuming but even unworkable for a

Payments landscape may change from the

rapidly evolving market like FinTech.

currently perceived utility function to a

necessary access to third parties in order to
maintain their position as gatekeeper.

Concentration risks may arise if BigTechs

doctrine’ may be not only be time

strongly commercially-oriented focus, and
BigTechs may also drive smaller FinTechs

as a result, accessibility and affordability of

Banks have alleged that their request to

out of the market or may rapidly acquire

payment services for vulnerable groups may

seek access to smartphones for their digital

smaller FinTech companies. All this may

become uncertain. Another risk could be

APIs are the digital portals (standards) to a company’s data and services.
https://m.rbi.org.in//Scripts/PublicationReportDetails.aspx?UrlPage=&ID=892
8
https://www.livemint.com/Industry/fa9H22GN2pcM9DuAdIUY7K/RBI-panel-recommends-regulatory-sandbox-for-fintech-standal.html
9
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2016/06/Fintech-new.pdf
6
7
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collection and commercialisation of

Emerging technologies may throw novel

While the increasing collaboration between

customer data, as it is at the heart of tech

challenges for market definition, as in case

financial and non-financial companies may

companies’ core business, unlike the

of a private and closed block chain. Be as it

stimulate the established financial parties

traditional banks who do not use payment

may, dominance in such markets could be

to become more efficient, customer-focused

transaction data.

short-lived as a competitor can claim the

and competitive, it is also likely that the

dominant position in the market with more

banks, faced with introduction of new

Thus, under the emerging scenario, a

innovative technology at any moment.

products or solutions, market disruption

BigTech company may be in a position to

Continuous innovation is essential to be

and competitive challenge caused by

prevent effective competition from being

able to survive. Another characteristic of

FinTech companies, may seek to exclude the

maintained on the relevant market as it

technology markets is the existence of

FinTech companies by refusing to grant

may have the power to act, to an

network effects, i.e., a user will determine

access to APIs (application programming

appreciable extent, independently of its

the value of a product based on the number

interface) of banks, payment accounts or

competitors, its customers and ultimately of

of other users of that product. Those

transaction data.

the consumers. A dominant position could

network effects can result in dominant

also be presumed if it is difficult to enter a

position of a party.

market, due to the existence of network
effects, switching costs or IP rights.

Players with high market shares may take
commercial actions that could foreclose the

The competitive landscape can also get

market. Depending on the market shares of

Competition agencies and market

adversely affected on account of the

the incumbents, they could indulge in

participants have to remain vigilant that

response of the existing parties towards

aggressive pricing strategies or tying and

the advent of BigTech in the FinTech

FinTech companies. In order to protect their

bundling different products and services

market, which can bring in

turf, the incumbent players may indulge in

together.

transformational changes to the benefit of

the anti-competitive conduct of foreclosure

consumers, does not become an

/ exclusion or collusion.

instrumentality to indulge in exploitative or

The existing players may also choose to
selectively collaborate with the new

exclusionary abuses, such as for imposition

The FinTech companies, mostly start-ups,

of unreasonable conditions or unreasonably

operating across multiple business segments

be at the expense of consumers. On account

high prices on customers, or to exclude

and offering new products or solutions,

of the wide range of services offered and

competitors from the relevant market.

focus mainly on activities that will give

the lack of transparency of the product

them a competitive advantage over banks.

specifications, consumers may not able to

It is important to state herein that

entrants or co-opt them, all of which may

They either do not require a banking license

make a well-informed choice due to high

competitive assessment of FinTech-related

or require a license with less extensive

search costs and consumer inertia may set

behaviour of companies deviates from the

requirements in comparison to those of the

in.

traditional ‘brick and mortar’ markets, in as

traditional banks. FinTech companies that

much as technology markets exhibit specific

offer payment services typically depend on

characteristics that needs to be taken in to

banks as they maintain their clients’ bank

BigTechs may also choose to merge or

account while defining the relevant market

accounts. Hence, FinTech companies very

acquire the FinTech start-ups which may

and assessing the position of dominance in

often seek out collaboration with banks.

result in an appreciable adverse effect on

such markets. Technology markets are very

However, as the FinTech companies offer

competition. Pertinently, many such

dynamic and relatively small company can

services to clients of banks, banks fear that

mergers and acquisitions may escape the

hold a dominant position with certain

they may lose their direct client contact

regulatory scrutiny of the Competition

technology. As new markets can be very

making it more difficult for them to sell

Authority. This is because the Competition

specific and narrow, small parties may

their profitable products, such as, loans,

Act 2002 provides for mandatory

easily be able to hold a dominant position.

insurances and mortgages to their clients.

notification to the Competition Commission
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platform which harmonises certain price
elements, such as discounts, parties may
indulge in concerted practice.
Where any data is shared amongst
competitors, whether as an integral part of
the new technology itself (such as in block
chain technology) or in order to facilitate
FinTech development, information sharing
concerns may also arise. A FinTech product
operating on block chain technology may
be used as a means to transmit detailed
transactional information (such as
customer, pricing and/or discounts, details
about the transaction) to other participants
of India only where the prescribed financial

quality so as to restrict competition in the

within the block chain network. Similarly,

thresholds are breached. Further, on

market and to exclude new parties.

information sharing risks may arise in the

account of the target exemption threshold

Standardisation agreements amongst

context of large, shared databases

of assets of Rs. 350 cores and turnover of

payment institutions must comply with

maintained for the purposes of facilitating

Rs.1000 crores, acquisition of many

competition rules so as not to restrict the

FinTech developers or users. Concerns in

promising and innovative start-up FinTech

ability of new FinTech companies to

relation to the authentication process

by established players or BigTechs that do

compete. Accordingly, standards setting

involved in block chains may also arise, as

not breach the above thresholds would

must follow an open procedure, in which all

participants on the block chain could

escape the merger control scrutiny.

competitors can participate. Further

strategically turn off their block chain

standard setting must be voluntary and not

servers in order to prevent an important

mandatory and access to the standards must

transaction of one of their competitors from

production, joint selling or subcontracting

be granted on fair, reasonable and non-

proceeding. This could potentially be an

activities with the FinTech, which could

discriminatory conditions.

infringement if several participants act in

The existing players may enter into joint

raise potentially anti-competitive concerns
under certain conditions of market share

collusion. Information sharing risks are
The incumbents may also create entry

particularly high if the information that

and market structure. The existence of

barriers for the FinTechs on grounds such as

can be obtained is current, granular and

sufficiently large and ubiquitous network of

false or misleading advertising, trademark

detailed, such that a competitor with access

interconnected systems / interoperability

infringements, trade defamation, and

to the database could gain insights into

standards, could also be used by different

misappropriation of business trade secrets,

current or future marketing strategies of

banks and FinTech products, to deny access

which may impact their growth.

independent market participants.

to the technical specifications required to
develop interoperable products.

The established players may also engage in

Further, a number of competitors may use

collusive conduct with other market players

algorithm to calculate an optimal price and

to foreclose or exclude newer players.

in such a scenario it may not be necessary

licensing regimes to prevent new players

Arrangements may be made which affect

any longer to fix prices by mutual

from becoming effective competitors. They

competition with respect to pricing or other

arrangement. The use of monitoring

could create new standards under the guise

commercial terms, or which aim to allocate

algorithms to ensure that every participant

of introducing new products or improving

customers or markets. By participating in a

adheres to the price agreements may make

The existing players may also introduce
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the cartel more effective. Chat rooms and

several member states. The EC is also

by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in its

instant messaging services could be used by

considering the adoption of an EU-wide

report given in February 20187, has

employees of banks, as was the case in

license for FinTech companies and the

recommended introducing a “regulatory

coordination of Euribor and Libor interest

creation of a regulatory framework and

sandbox” to foster financial technology

rates by some of the world’s biggest banks

sandbox environment covering the entire

innovation in India and a standalone data

and financial institutions.

EU to prevent distortion of competition

protection law in the country, so as to

between member statesto attract FinTech

increase efficiency, manage risks and create

companies.5

new opportunities for consumers in Indian

Potentially anti-competitive consequences

context. Its other recommendations range

may also follow in cases of vertical
agreements between Banks and FinTech,

After the implementation of the ‘Payment

from tax rebates to merchants for adopting

especially where the agreements contain

Services Directives 2’ (“PSD2”) in January

digital payments to light-touch regulations

exclusivity clauses, resale price

2018, issued by the European Parliament

to help FinTech innovations bloom and

maintenance clauses, tying and bundling

and the Council, banks are required to grant

formation of a self-regulatory body of

clauses, particularly where the market

two types of service providers access to or

FinTech companies. It has also suggested

information regarding accounts:(a) ‘Account

that Institute for Development and

Information Service Provider’ – who,with

Research in Banking Technology (“IDRBT”),

the consent of the account holder (the

a subsidiary of RBI, can play the role of a

service provider’s client), collect account

regulatory sandbox where innovators can

information from the bank and makes this

experiment with their solutions before

considered to be a favourable, disruptive

information available; pertinently, the

releasing it for mass adoption. The report

development as they have the ability to

banks cannot charge the service providers,

has also extended similar suggestions for

drive in competition in the heavily

if the information is otherwise freely

stock market regulator, SEBI, and insurance

entrenched banking and financial services

accessible for the account holder itself, and

regulator, IRDA. It is pointed out that

market. Governments in several countries

(b) ‘Payment Initiation Service Provider’ –

access to APIs of banks is a big problem for

have taken steps to support the FinTech

who with the consent of the account holder,

small companies and that a regulatory

Companies.

initiates payments on behalf of the account

sandbox will help to effectively create a

holder through on online application. The

level playing field for smaller FinTech

service provider is able to do so without

companies, leading to lot more

instance, is supporting the development of

prior agreement with the bank. However,

innovations.8 All the four major regulatory

FinTechfor the realisation of the ‘Capital

both these service providers are required to

authorities, such as the RBI, SEBI, IRDA and

Markets Union’2. Further, the EC has also

comply with the PSD2 security provisions,

TRAI, who have significant role to play in

announced that it will monitor whether

such as the ‘strong customer

the prescription of regulations etc. have

traditional payment operators (banks and

authentication’. The Regulatory Technical

been supportive of the emerging FinTech

card operators such as MasterCard and VISA)

Standards, to be effective from November

companies. Government initiative for‘

violate the competition rules by trying to

2018, stipulate that banks must grant

Aadhar enabled Payments system’, ‘Digital

maintain their gate-keeping position and

access to account information through at

India’,‘ Start-up India’,‘ Jan Dhan Yojana’

also whether new operators (e.g. mobile

least one Application Programming

and“Unified Payments Interface”

device manufacturers and operating system

Interface (API) based on open standards.

haveprovided enormous opportunity for the

shares are high.

RESPONSE OF THE REGULATORS TO
THE EMERGING CONCERNS
FinTech companies, across the globe, are

The European Commission (“EC”), for

6

providers) leverage their strong position in

This can be a specific API or an API that

FinTechs. With smartphone penetration and

a market to create new gate-keeping or

the bank already offers account holders for

user base expected to expand to about 500

monopolistic positions.3 Issues related to

authentication and communication.

million by 2020, and with 40% of the

security and regulation have led to the
establishment of regulatory sandboxes4 in

A Lex Witness Privileged Partners Initiative
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transactions carried out through cash, as

end technological expertise, incumbent

opposed to around 21% for developed

players are also following suit and investing

economies, FinTech start-ups have a huge

heavily in creating new products of their

opportunity to spread their wings in

own. The trend is increasingly shifting from

different segments by offering simplified

start-ups seen majorly as disrupters to

and efficient transaction services. With

being enablers of change. The FinTech

roughly 1500 FinTech start-ups, big and

revolution in India, with a strong

small, operating in India, the Indian

technology and entrepreneurial ecosystem,

FinTech software market is poised to touch

encouraged by the initiatives of the

USD 2.4 billion by 2020 from the current

government and regulatory bodies, and

USD 1.2 billion in the Financial Year (FY)

with banks and other financial institutions

9

2016 . The transaction value for the Indian

looking to actively collaborate with start-

FinTech sector is likely to touch USD 73

ups for their mutual benefit, either by

billion in 2020, growing at a five-year CAGR

integrating existing technological solutions

of 22%. Thus, the regulatory landscape

offered by FinTech companies or by

appears to be supportive and enabling.

developing their own solutions in
partnership with innovative start-ups, the

Though initially hesitant about third

future appears to be bright and enabling.

parties entering the market and using an
account holder’s account (information),
many banks now realise that the obligation

CONCLUSION
The rapidly changing nature of FinTech

to grant access to accounts also creates

markets demand that the competition

enormous opportunities for them. They are

authorities focus on the question whether

allowing developers to build software

consumers are being harmed or not. The

aligned with the changes so that ‘bank as a

current market position of the relevant

platform’ could be used to offer the best

companies may not be so important in the

innovations, not only in payment services

dynamic technological and emerging

but also in lending and investments. Google

market of FinTech. The possibilities of an

and Apple have also enabled third parties

open environment for technological

to add interesting features to their services

development and new market entrants must

by making their open APIs available. Banks

be ensured. Aspects like data sharing and

are trying to do this a similar way, so as to

accessibility, together with privacy and

avert the threat that BigTechs pose to

security, should be accorded the highest

banks. In addition, following a number of

priority in FinTech policy formulation and

competition law proceedings involving the

implementation. The developments in the

European Commission with Master card and

coming years will demonstrate whether

Visa on whether multilateral interchange

anenabling regulatory environment has

fees are permissible or not, Regulation on

been created or not, in which both the

interchange fees has been proposed by the

incumbent players and FinTech

EC, limiting the interchange fees charged in

companiescan thrive and fiercely compete

debit and credit card transactions. In India

to deliver innovative and affordable

too, while start-ups are redesigning the

products to the banked and unbanked

financial services processes with their high-

population. w
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